
The W93 is a new program of record being established 
to meet requirements set by the DoD. The Navy’s ballistic 
missile submarine force is the most survivable leg of the Triad 
and is currently equipped with two warhead types: the W76 
and W88. These warheads provide approximately two-thirds 
of the total U.S. deployed force. The W93 will reduce current 
over-reliance on the W76 system and will allow the U.S. to 
keep pace with future adversary threats.

All W93 key nuclear components will be based on currently 
deployed and/or previously tested nuclear designs, as well 
as extensive stockpile component and materials experience.   
However, the W93 will also incorporate modern technologies 
to improve safety, security, and flexibility to address future 

threats and will be designed for ease of manufacturing, 
maintenance, and certification. It will also ensure the 
continued viability of STRATCOM’s operational flexibility and 
effectiveness as we transition from Ohio-class submarines to 
a smaller fleet of Columbia-class submarines. The W93 will 
not require additional nuclear testing to certify.

The W93 program is sychronized with the United Kingdom, 
which is also modernizing its nuclear forces. As an allied but 
independent nuclear power that contributes to NATO’s nuclear 
deterrent posture, the UK’s nuclear deterrent is critical to U.S. 
national security per our partnership outlined in the Mutual 
Defense Agreement (MDA).   
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The W93/Mk7 program will provide a modern warhead to the   
U.S. submarine launched ballistic missile fleet.

NNSA and the Navy completed the Phase 1 Concept Assessment in FY 2022, which assessed potential weapon design 
options against multiple evaluation criteria.  In May 2022, the W93 program entered Phase 2, Feasibility Study and Design 
Options. Phase 2 efforts evaluate warhead architectures and available technologies against a potential range of desired 
attributes, draft military characteristics, and known constraints. They will also inform DoD’s program activities for the 
associated Mk7 reentry body, on which the W93 would be deployed.
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Italics = notional milestones pending Congress and NWC approval

Los Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories are the design and engineering labs for the W93, while 
multiple Nuclear Security Enterprise facilities will be responsible for other aspects of the W93 after entrance into Phase 2.
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 ■ Phase 2A entrance planned in FY 2025.


